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CERN pushes back
the frontiers of
physics
CERN openlab CTO Maria Girone outlines the

Large Hadron Collider's ambitious upgrade

program.

Speed read

CERN is home to the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the
world’s most powerful particle accelerator
Planned upgrades to increase the scienti�c potential of
the machine will result in an array of new ICT
challenges
One way to address these challenges is collaboration
with leading ICT companies through CERN openlab

Researchers at the European Organization for

Nuclear Research (CERN) are probing the

fundamental structure of the universe. They use the

world’s largest and most complex scientific
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CERN, the European Organization for
Nuclear Research, was founded in 1954. The

CERN laboratory sits astride the Franco-Swiss

border near Geneva. It was one of Europe's first

joint ventures and now has 22 member states.

Image courtesy CERN (© CERN).

machines to study the basic constituents of matter

— the fundamental particles.

These particles are made to collide at close to the

speed of light. This process gives physicists clues

about how the particles interact, and provides

insights into the laws of nature.

CERN is home to the Large Hadron Collider (LHC),

the world’s most powerful particle accelerator. It

consists of a 27km ring of superconducting

magnets, combined with accelerating structures to

boost the energy of the particles prior to the

collisions. Special detectors — similar to large, 3D

digital cameras built in cathedral-sized caverns —

observe and record the results of these collisions.

One billion collisions per second
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Power up. The planned upgrades to the Large

Hadron Collider. Image courtesy CERN.

Up to about 1 billion particle collisions can take

place every second inside the LHC experiments’

detectors. It is not possible to examine all of these

events. Hardware and software filtering systems are

used to select potentially interesting events for

further analysis.

Even after filtering, the CERN data center

processes hundreds of petabytes (PB) of data every

year. Around 150 PB are stored on disk at the site in

Switzerland, with over 200 PB on tape — the

equivalent of about 2,000 years of HD video.

Physicists must sift through the 30-50 PB of data

produced annually by the LHC experiments to

determine if the collisions have revealed any

interesting physics. The Worldwide LHC

Computing Grid (WLCG), a distributed computing

infrastructure arranged in tiers, gives a community

of thousands of physicists near-real-time access to

LHC data.

With 170 computing centers in 42 countries, the

WLCG is the most sophisticated data-taking and
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analysis system ever built for science. It runs more

than two million jobs per day.

The LHC has been designed to follow a carefully

planned program of upgrades. The LHC typically

produces particle collisions for a period of around

three years (known as a ‘run’), followed by a period

of about two years for upgrade and maintenance

work (known as a ‘long shutdown’).

The High-Luminosity Large Hadron Collider (HL-

LHC), scheduled to come online around 2026, will

crank up the performance of the LHC and increase

the potential for discoveries. The higher the

luminosity, the more collisions, and the more data

the experiments can gather.

An increased rate of collision events means that

digital reconstruction becomes significantly more

complex. At the same time, the LHC experiments

plan to employ new, more flexible filtering systems

that will collect a greater number of events.

"Using current software,
hardware, and analysis
techniques, it's estimated
that future computing capacity
required for the HL-LHC will be
around 50-100 times higher than
today."

This will drive a huge increase in computing needs.

Using current software, hardware, and analysis

techniques, the estimated computing capacity

required would be around 50-100 times higher
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than today. Data storage needs are expected to be

in the order of exabytes by this time.

Technology advances over the next seven to ten

years will likely yield an improvement of

approximately a factor ten in both the amount of

processing and storage available at the same cost,

but will still leave a significant resource gap.

Innovation is therefore vital; we are exploring new

technologies and methodologies together with the

world’s leading information and communications

technology (ICT) companies.

Tackling tomorrow’s challenges today

CERN openlab works to develop and test the new

ICT techniques that help to make groundbreaking

physics discoveries possible. Established in 2001,

the unique public-private partnership provides a

framework through which CERN collaborates with

leading companies to accelerate the development of

cutting-edge technologies.

My colleagues and I have been busy working to

identify the key challenges that will face the LHC

research community in the coming years. Last year,

we carried out an in-depth consultation process,

involving workshops and discussions with

representatives of the LHC experiments, the CERN

IT department, our collaborators from industry,

and other ‘big science’ projects.

Based on our findings, we published the CERN

openlab white paper on future ICT challenges in

scientific research. We identified 16 ICT challenge

https://openlab.cern/sites/openlab.web.cern.ch/files/2018-03/Whitepaper_brochure_ONLINE_0%5B1%5D.pdf
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Maria Girone is the CTO of CERN openlab, a

unique public-private partnership that works to

accelerate the development of the cutting-edge ICT

systems for the worldwide LHC research

community. Through CERN openlab, CERN

collaborates with leading ICT companies such as

Intel, Oracle, Siemens, and Huawei. Image courtesy

CERN (© CERN).

areas, grouped into major R&D topics that are ripe

for tackling together with industry collaborators.

In data-center technologies, we need to ensure that

data-center architectures are flexible and cost

effective and that cloud computing resources can be

used in a scalable, hybrid manner.  New

technologies for solving storage capacity issues

must be thoroughly investigated, and long-term
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data-storage systems should be reliable and

economically viable.

We also need modernized code to ensure that

maximum performance can be achieved on the new

hardware platforms. Sucessfully translating the

huge potential of machine learning into concrete

solutions will play a role in monitoring the

accelerator chain, optimizing the use of IT

resources, and even hunting for new physics.

Several IT challenges are common across research

disciplines. With ever more research fields

adopting methodologies driven by big data, it’s vital

that we collaborate with research communities

such as astrophysics, biomedicine, and Earth

sciences.

As well as sharing tools and learning from one

another’s experience, working together to address

common challenges can increase our ability to

ensure that leading ICT companies are producing

solutions that meet our common needs.

These challenges must be tackled over the coming

years in order to ensure that physicists across the

globe can exploit CERN’s world-leading

experimental infrastructure to its maximum

potential. We believe that working together with

industry leaders through CERN openlab can play a

key role in overcoming these challenges, for the

benefit of both the high-energy physics community

and wider society.
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Maria Girone will present the conference

keynote at ISC 2018 in Frankfurt.

Join the
conversation

Do you have story ideas or
something to contribute? Let

us know!
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